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pense of the

HALF OF PRESENT

state taxpayers. His.

j

various schemes include the croc- WOULD REDUCE
tion of an addition to the capítol
building at an expense of $200,000
THE CANINE
which scheme was turned down
by the taxpayers at the recent
POPULATION
election. Rut if he can get his bill
through the legislature, he would
cram the thing down the throats'
nf tlif t;ivn:iviir; wiifv liillv Then 'Bill Introduced in Legislature
Would Tax ail Dog3 in
he wants a memorial to the solthe State
diers who gave their lives for democracy in the world war the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8.-- Pigs
memorial of course to be erected
is
pigs and dogs is dogs, but dogs
in Santa Fe, to cost some $40,000.
be sausage if the measure inmay
Then Mr. Haca would also have
in the house of representroduced
landing
m arsenal and aeroplane
on
Friday afternoon by
tatives
to
cost
Fe
located
Santa
at
slaw
about $50,000. Evidently Mr. Ha- Abelicio Sanshez is passed by both
signed by the
ca believes the Scriptural injunc- houses and duly
tion: "Ask and ve shall receive." Governor.
The measure provides a tax of
More than a hundred bills have $1 on male dogs and $5 on female
been introduced in the two hous- dogs for each dog, or rather each
es, and with more than half of the initial dog.
Additional dogs are
session passed, but a very few to be taxed at the rate of $5
have vet become law.
apiece, gender waived. The taxes
are to be paid to the eonstable of
WEATHER REPORT
the precinct who will issue a
FOR JANUARY metal tag. The constable keeps
half the license money, furnishes
Local Weather Observer Harry the tag, and turns
over the other
Owens has furnished us with a half to
the school fund of the coun
copy of his monthly report for
the month of January, which
Every citizen is required to reshows some interesting facts .conport
on unlicensed dogs in his viThe lowcerning the weather.
cinity
and failure to so report is
est temperature was recorded on
classed
as a misdemeanor.
Any
the :Jd of the month, when the,
dog
running
large
at
a
without
thermometer showed four degrees
license
is
classed
a
anipredatory
below zero. This was the only
time during the month when the mal.
When rabies are prevalent, the
mercury registered below zoro.
On Ihe second the minimum was county health officer may order
zero. The maximum temperature all dogs to be muzzled and a failwas on the tflst, when 46 degrees ure to do so makes the owner liawas registered. On the 12th and ble to a fine.
The provision that every dog
20th, 44 degrees was shown as the
maximum, mere was é.s menos in excess of one means a license
of snowfall during the month, of $5 will serve to keep down the
with 11 inches on the ground the surplus canine population. Milady
inches at the end who desires to lead out a dog
15th and G
There were 2!J whose color matches her gown
of Ihe month.
will find she must keep to
clear days and 2 partly cloudy.
or employ dyes on her pet
poodle. The bill should find favor
NO REASON FOR
in certain
localities where the
APPOINTMENT
ibundance of dogs has passed the
In a lengthy opinion recently comrade stage and has "grown to
proportions Albuhanded down by Assistant Attor- commodity
querque
Herald.
reney General N. D. Meyer, in
sponse to an inquiry by Adolfo
Gallegos of Torreón, Torrance
NO SMALLPOX HERE
County, New Mexico, it is decided
The report that there is smallthat when through failure to hold
an election for justice of the peace pox at Torreón is a mistake, acand constable, no officers aro cording to those who sliouid know-Techosen by the people, the county
cases have been reported at
commissioners have no authority Chilili, and a number of cases at
to appoint successors to the pre- Albuquerque. There were several
viously elected or appointed of- cases atMountainair several weeks
ficials, unless there has been a res- ago. Vaccine has been sent for
ignation, filed or some disquali- and as soon as it arrives all the
fication is shown to cause a va- school children in the county will
cancy in the office. Numerous be vacillated, as required by law.
decisions are cited to uphold the The parents are required to pay
opinion that no vacancy exists, $1 for each child. Estancia News-- I
simply because of failure to hold lera Id.
the election, as Ihe constitution
As far as the above report from
of the state provides
that all the Estancia
refers
elective officers shall hold office to Mountaiiiair, it is a lie, pure
''until their successors are elect- and simple.
There has been no
ed and qualified."
smallpox in Mountaiiiair ''several
weeks ago," nor several months
WEDDING BELLS WILL RING ago. During the past week a case
has been reported from Eastviow,
On the 20th of this month, Lor-- , Clemente Tarín, who returned
enzo Ballojns, son of Mr. and Mrs. from a visit to Chilili, bringing
Martin Hallejos, who resides some the disease to East view, but even
eight miles southeast of Moun- this is not Mountaiiiair. Where
got its informataiiiair, will lead to the .altar as the
his bride, Miss Carmelita Chavez, tion is a mystery, as neither the
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Filo- physicians nor the pharmacist
meno Chavez of Mountaiiiair. Hot h here know anything of the matbride and groom are weii known ter, and it seems that if smallpox
here and have many friends who existed here, they would have
will wish them a long and happy known something of it
married life.
-
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WOULD

SESSION

MEXICANS WHOLLY

GONE; LITTLE DONE
Numerous Bills Have Been
troduced but Few Have
Become Law

In-

Senator Kerr has introduced a
bill in tin legislature to abolish
the State Mounted Police, on the
grounds that these officials spend
their time around Ihe towns and
cities, usurping the places of the
local authorities, instead of looking after their prescribed duties
on the range, assisting the stockmen. In reply Representa! ive
a bill in the
Baca introduced
House, increasing the number of
the officers and members of the
force and augmenting their salaries.
A bill to provide for the teaching of Spanish and English simultaneously in all schools in the
state has made its appearance in
The bill is so
the legislature.
provisions
that it
its
in
drastic
can hardly be hoped that it can
pass. And even if it did pass, the
teachers with necessary qualifications to carry out its provisions
could not be found. That Spanish should be taught m our
schools, and in some districts that
method would be
the
advantageous cannot be gainsaid.
But to force the teaching of both
languages on an equality is an injustice that should not be forced
upon our. people. In the lower
grades the Spanish should be used
in thetcaehing of English in those
schools where the children do not
understand the English ; and
Spanish should also be offered
in our High Schools, in order to
rive our young people a working
knowledge of the Spanish language.
A bill has been introduced by
Representative Romero providing
for the reproduction of records
of the county where the same
have been destroyed by lire. This
would ivc the commissioners of
counties, similar to Torrance conn
ty, Ihe right to purchase records
those destroyed.
for restoring
For example, the only records regarding land transactions and
transfers in our county prior to
1!)1(), are now held by the Abstracting companies, and these
having a monopoly, are In a position to charge what they please
for abstracts to titles dating back
of 1!)10. Should this bill become
law, the commissioners could purchase from the abstractors (at the
price fixed by the abstractors, of
course) their records and make
them public records. After having paid the abstractors for their
records, this would allow any
number of abstractors access to
the records which are now in private ownership.

"
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The only new county bill which
has appeared thus far, is one to

divide (rant county, creating a
new county with Bordsburg as
the county seat. Whether the
creation of what is sure to be a
county will not
democratic
through a republican majority in
both houses, is a question. The
assessed valuation of the present
county of ( ra 1 is sufficient to
.assure sufficient taxes to run both
counties, with numerous advantages to the people.
J

The fallacy of having created
numerous small school districts,
especially in the rural communities, where taxes are insufficient
to próvido for maintaining, the
schools, is shown in a bill, which
would provide for the consolidation of two or more such dstricts.
The tendency of the present
times is to have fewer schools,
but better schools, and in case of
necessity to provide for the transportation of the children to and
from the schools. Especially in
districts where the homesteaders
have not as yet patented their
lands, the great problem is to secure sufficient funds to continue

News-Heral-

THREE CENT
PASSENGER FARE

WILL BE MISSED
State Food Administration
out of existence. We look for
a perceptible drop in the price of
paper, if the law of supply and
demand has anything to do with
the regulation of the price. With
a voluminous writer as press correspondent for the Bureau the
state press was supplied with sufficient "copy" to have utilized
most of the space of the newspapers, had it all been used. Hut
very little of the stuff sent out
ever found 'its way into type, the
larger portion passing directly to
the waste paper basket. But that
didn't have any effect on the supply, several pages of stuff being
sent out not less than once a week
and sometimes of tenor.
The

is

i
uepreseiuaiive
iaca oí nauta
The best stock show is the
Fe county continues his attempts
to build up Santa Fe at the vx- - tural display oí good feeling.

Ik

d

A

na-

Just before going to press last
week, we received a communica-

tion from the State Corporation
Commission, regarding the reduction of passenger rates, which wo
Used in our columns of the last
issue. The only argument against
the reduction of fares offered by
the railroads, is that it would increase the deficiency to reduce the
rates, and that new railroads
would not be built in the state.
The article in question answers
these arguments irrefutably .There
is no real reason why the people
of New Mevico should pay a
higher rate to travel within the
who travel
state than those
through the state. Our people
will do well to write the State
Corporation Commission and suggest their ideuS on the subject.

Dennis Chavez, Prominent Young
Spanish-AmericaGives
Views.
n,

The

Independent

herewith

prints a communication from

about a blessing to
America in the wave of patriotism which has swept aside
and divided allegiance,
and New Mexico should resent
such
any effort to counter-ac- t
wave. Politcal powers that be in
New Mexico must be made to understand that 'only by unity of
speech and harmony of thought'
will the United States roach her
goal. I would respectfully suggest to those in New Mexico who
are followers of the political
thought of the late Colonel Theodore Roosevelt that it is only
proper that they should also have
in mind the patriotic thought of
the Colonel, expressed on the eve
of his passing awaj-- . In part:
'Any man who says he is an Amor
ican and something else also is
not an American at all. We have
room for but one language here
and that is the English language,
for we intend to see that the
crucible turns our people out as
Americans, of American nation
ality, and not as dwellers in a
polyglot boarding house; and we
have room but for one soul loyalty, and t hat is loyalty to the
American people.'
"I appeal to the people of NewMexico to oppose teaching any
language but the English in our
grade schools. I appeal to those
who are not afraid of a tempor
ary political disadvantage and
to those whose friendship for the
people of Spanish ancestry of our
state goes beyond the mero pandering for votos. 1
jjpeal to
those good citizens of Spanish an
cestry that in the name and lor
the sake of their posterity to op
pose the effort that Is being made
to crumble
them forever and
which will only make them the
laughing stock of the 'carpet bag-

PROPOSED TO

m

REAL AMERICANS

j

Den-

PEACE CONFERENCE
France Presents Plan for International Military Force to
Prevent Breach of Peace

nis Chavez, a well known resident
or Albuquerque and one of the
young men of the
state. Mr. Chavez is now serving
in the office of the secretary of
the United States Senate at Washington, holding a responsible posi
ti ;i. He strongly objects to the
proposed compulsory teaching of
the Spanish languagein the grade
schools of New Mexico, and gives
his reasons therefor. Coming
from a Spanish-Americahis re
marks are worthy of careful consideration. The letter from Mr.
Chavez reads as follows:
"Editor of the Silver City Independent, Silver City, N.M.,
"Since Governor Larrazolo delivered his message to the state
legislature, I have been waiting
to hear what educators of the
state would say as to the governor's suggestions concerning the
Americanization of our citizens
by the novel process of teaching
them a language other than the
recognized language of our government. 1 have waited patiently for what, 1 hoped, would have
boon an outburst of aroused indignation from the ones who are
supposed to be training our future
citizens, but it has been in vain
and am at loss to account for the
silence. I hope that it is not due
to the fear of exciting the dis- ger.'
"1 hope that Mr. Sedillo, the
pleasure of the ones who are in
Speaker of the House of Represen
tatives, a man of sound judglature.
ment and sterling qualities, will
"The suggestions of Governor use his influence .in overcoming
Larrazolo are of such vast im- the action of those who do not
portance that it is the duty of all know any better.
citizens of New Mexico to express
"I am making no apologies for
their opinion as to the ultimate my ancestry.
results that arc bound to come if
"Very trulv vours,
the teaching of a foreign langu"DENNIS CHAVEZ."
age is made compulsory in the
Silver City Independent.
elementary grades of our schools.
"I fully realize that any one FARMS FOR REwho opposes the teaching of Span
TURNING SOLDIERS
ish in New Mexico will run the
risk of being accused of being
A great deal has been said and
Hut my written about securing farms for
conception of friendship for the the returning soldiers, which is
citizens of Spanish ancestry is well and good, provided the said
based upon more substantial mat- soldiers know anything about
ter than the measly temporary farming and want to farm. But
political advantage that will be to put a man on the farm who
derived from
their isolation knows nothing about farming and
brought about by their clinging allow him to slowly starve, for
to the mother tongue at the ex- want of a farming education or
pense of English.
training, is just as bad as to al'"There is only one way to low him to starve in itthebeordinary
a good
Americanize any one, no matter manner. Wouldn't
of
to
many
find
idea
how
first
out
what his ancestry may have been,
anyknow
the
returning
soldiers
and that is by teaching the lanthing about farming and really
guage of the American. You can't
before providing
get away from that fact and the want to farm,
the farms?
sooner every one realizes that,
the better it will bo for all con- WOMAN SUFFRAGE
cerned. I object to teaching any
LOSES BY ONE VOTE
language, but English, as the
basis of Americanization, and if
Washington, Feb. 10 Woman
Spanish is taught in the elemen- suffrage by
federal constitutional
tary grades in New Mexico the amendment was beaten again toonly effect it will have will be to day in the senate.
cause those who are of Spanish
The house resolution for submis
parentage, especially in the coun- sion of the amendment failed of
try districts, to cling to the moth- adoption with fifty-fivvotes in
er tongue and- isolate themselves favor of it and twenty-ninfrom the rest of the population. against, one loss than the necesEnglish will be neglected, and sary
you can talk yourself red in the
Thus ended what leading sufface, but the ultimate results will frage champions had said in adbe disastrous to thorn if they ad- vance would be the final test of
here to the Spanish language at this session of congress. The sufthe expense of English. I would frage advocates
went into the
Suggest to those Avho are cham- tost knowing
they lacked one
pioning the idea to remember the vote, but hoping to the last that
words of Carl Schnrz in his plea it would be won over.
to the Germans
of Wisconsin:
'Let us never forget that we as
PAY YOUR POLL TAX
Germans are not called upon here
o form a separate nationality,
Poll tax, one dollar per capita,
but rather to contribute to the is now due and may be paid to
American nationality the strong C. P. ('happell, clerk of the school-boarest there is in us.' By the Treaty
at the Farmers Trading
of Guadalupe Hidalgo the people Company store.
of New Mexico were given the
chance to become part of the
At many a feast even some of
government and the the invited ones are unwelcome
American
only way by which they can guests.
avail themselves of all the advantages of this great .and glorious
The first moving pitcher that
country of ours, is for them to history relates was the one Reku-- the ways of the country.
becca took to the well.
best-informe-

d
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brought
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the schools.
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"The war with Germany has

HAVE NEW

j

LEGISLATIVE

J
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Paris, Feb. 12 The French
government formally presented
to the league of nations commission last night an article creating
an international militar force. The
introduction of this article for in
elusion in the society of nations
plan closely follows disclosure by
Premier Clcmenceau in his recent
interview with the Associated
Press of his conviction that the
league of nations must be supported "by the determination of each
nation entering into the agreement to be willing to renounce its
traditional aloofness from other
peoples and willing to employ
the national strength outside its
own country both in time of peace
as well as under the pressure of

war."
The contention of Loon Bourgeois, who presented tin arlicle
in question, is that liic international force proposed must be of
sufficient proportions to prevent
Germany or any other country
from breaking the peace, or, if
the peace were broken, to restore
it promptly again by the collective power.
M. Bourgeois, alluding to the
apprehension existing in France
as regards Germany, insisted that
there was grave danger confronting Franco if an International
force was not constantly in being
and organized for instant actiou.
The French view, he indicated,
was that a society of nations
which did not include a permanent collective force might be a
perhaps,
beautiful experiment,
but an experiment too great for
a nation to risk unless it had in
addition defensive frontiers sufficient to moot a sudden shock.
It was easy for the British, on
the other side of the channel, and
with an enormous navy, or for
the Americans, with the ocean as
their defensive frontier, he argued, 1o regard calmly the working of a league which did not
provide for an international force,
France, however, being separated
from Germany only by a geographical line, must receive the first
shock if Germany should decide
to pass beyond her frontiers.
The contention of those Avho do
not believe in a permanently organized international army, these
'ncludhig the American delegates,
is that to create such an army
would require changes in the con-

stitutions

of

several countries

which may become members of
the society, aiid that the difficulties in the way are not of n character to be solved quickly. They
argue that the society could be

maintained effectively by its mem
hers being absolutely bound, Ihe
moment, a hostile movement was
made by any nation to
with their forces against the aggressor.
The idea is advanced by some
of the delegates on the society of
nations commission that should
Germany, for example, send a single military unit across the
French frontier that act should

automatically be a declaration of
war against all the other members
of the society, who would Ihus be
bound automatically to set in
action their collective military
and naval forces.
NOTICE TO FARMERS
'AND STOCKMEN
Those expecting 1o ordvr feeds
of any kind should do so at once
in order to get the advantage of
freight rate now givf
the
en to shippers of such products,
as this rate will bo discontinued
March 1st. Most feeds are advancing in price, and money can
be saved bv buving now.
C. II. BENNETT,
Aotine County Agent.
one-hal-

"Evaporated eggs are the latest," says a writer. Nonsense;
jevery egg we've bought since go- ' Jillj,
I.
Jllp I'' '
I'Ul (C
I

ted.

I

l

I

I
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BATHS

i

prepared to give baths, plen- ty of hot water. Good tub. Open
every evenir)?. Price 25 cents
Bring your towels.
Frank Sclimllz,
Old Cooper Residence
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ESTANCIA

.t

Til UK BE

R

AUCTIONEER
The Man Who Ceta the Money
Live Stock and Farm Machinery

a Specialty
Mountainair, New Mexico

in Estancia

Mis. ('. II. Stanton
visitors over
Albuquerque
wuv
niMiir
ill
ni
uium
mi
toña Draw. lie wanted to kunw Sundav.
when the snow would po off, and
was referred to the oldest inhabiMr. and Mrs. (. S. Alter and
tant.
baby were in Albuquerque
the
first of the week.
Forest Mason has taken a position in the Lumber Co. store. Mr.
Willie Elgin and .1. 1). Burton,
Tiilerv, an experienced dry goods of Estancia were business visiand grocery salesman who conies tors here Saturdav.
from Albuquerque, also is a new
salesman there.
Miss Winnie Riley, a teacher,
is confined to her room this week
Louis liaclimann of El Bosque on account of a severe, but not
Ranch was in Estancia Monday, dangerous cold.
lie reports only one inch of snowJ. S. Dyer, a merchant at
fall there during January, but the
snow is still two feet deep on a Mountainair, was a business vislevel. The mercury went below itor in our town Tuesdav.
zero only three nights during the
.1. W. Wood and Juan Chavez
month. The coldest was 14 beeach offered final proof before
low.
Commissioner Lobb Mondav.
The Valley Hotel got a scorching a few days ago, but the fire
Judge Mechem, who now has
was put out before much damage the place formerly held by Judge
was done. The fire caugiit from a Medler, will be in Estancia next
defective flue between the ceiling Monday, at which time he will
and the upper floor.
hear any matters not requiring a
1...

IV. BURTOX

W1LLAKD

V. Q. linlwxlcn W;is
.. fI i uní i.;., i
4
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"Good Things to Eat"

fir

mono;bly on nil lite "Good Tilings lo Eat," but we
handling only the best and purest of Groceries, and those
believe
that will hear Inspection, T)oth as to quality and price. Don't risk your
henlth by using Inferior gods, especially In the line of
We hnve

110

1

In

tit

m
m

Staple Groceries

tH

t
Ormc Mercantile Company t

m
17.1
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FRED H. AYERS
ATTORNEY

AND

AT IAW

COUNSELOR

Office Hours: 9:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m.

Estancia, New Mexico

T. E. RODGERS
Surveying and Locating
Be

sure of your lines before fencing
and save trouble later
Mountainair, New Mexico

tYt

nt
m
m

Hardware, Furniture,
Building Materials, Oils
Stoves, Paints, Glass

General Practitioner
orriCE rear or drug store
Monutainalr, New Mexico

Piñón Hardware & Furniture Co.

First Class Service

ents have the sympathy of numerous friends in their grief.

Assistant District Attorney
Will Attend

to all

Civil

Matters

Willard, N. M.

PLENTY OF CLEAN TOWELS
Proprietor

JIM PAYNE,

C.J. Amble
Physician and Surgeon
Office Tractice and Consultation. Treating
of Eyes and Fitting of Glasses a specialty

Land Filing Papers Acknowledged and Proofs Taken
Legal Rates

.tit
!

at

nt
??

I Petitions, Applications and other Instruments Drawn at

it?

ifeasonaoie Kates

proud
to be

1)6

War-dwel- l

mt?
m

P. A. Speckmann
U. S. Commissioner

i

'

t

.

hard-workin- g

Citizen's Barber Shop

R. L. Mitt

r

hi
tit
m
m

G. T. McWhirter, Manager

jury.
Strong is packing his
goods this week preparatory to
When a
man
Mrs.
leaving for Oklahoma.
takes
three
days
off
the
for
stock
Strong went to Colorado several
weeks ago for a visit before going show he rarely has any fun, and
besides that he loses two or three
to her new home in Oklahoma.
more days before he can get back
in the harness again..
JACK EMMETT ADCOCK
Jack Emmet t Adcock, the in- fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Adcock, died on February 2, 191!),
after an illness of several days.
The little one was only about
three and a half months of age.
Interment was in the Cedar Grove
offerCemeterw, Elder
ing prayer at the grave. On account of the inclemency of the
weather funeral services were dispensed with. The stricken par-

c

m
hi
tt

R. L.

Dr. George H. Buer
Physician and Surgeon

1

At the

ti!

Independent Office, Mountainair
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Announcement

Tt

WE BEG TO AXXOOCE THAT OX AM) AFTER JANUARY 1st,
li)19, WE ARE COMPELLED TO I I T OUR BUSINESS
OX A
STRICTLY CASH BASIS.
THE LARGE AMOUXT OF CREDIT WE
CHEERFULLY
GRANTED DURING THE FAST 3 MONTHS HAS
MADE SUCH INROADS ON OUR STOCK AND FINANCES THAT
WE ARE COMPELLED TO ASK All OF OUR GOOD FRIENDS TO
PAY UP THEIR ACCOUNTS AT ONCE.

CARD OF THANKS
We desire to express our thanks
to our friends and neighbors for
the kindness shown us during the
sickness and death of our little

Darling.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmctt Adcock.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Adcock.

tit
z
7
vi
tit
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RESPECTFULLY

it:

Amble's Pharmacy

tit

MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.
Office in raer of Drug Store

U.

NOTICE FOR 1TBX1CAT10X

NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at 3anta Fe, N

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
December 31, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Charles
Hibler, of Mountainair, N. M., who, on
October 7, 1916, made Homestead En
try, No. 028066, for Lots 7, 8, 9 10 and
SE Vi, Section 4, Township 3 north,
Range 8 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before P. A
Speckmann, V. S. Commissioner, at
Mountainair, N. M., on the 14 day of
February 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. T. Hodgin, J. A. Rogers, John
Wood and J. O. Coffey, all of Mountainair. N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

M.

January 10.1919
g?ven that Jose

Philip A. Speckmann

Notice is herby
Maldonado, father of Ezequiel
deceased, of Mountainair, N.
M., who on June 22, 1918, made Home
stead Entry, No. 035396, for NWÍ4,
E'2 SW14 & NW1 SWV4, Section 11,
Township 2 north, Range 5 east, N.
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of
intention to make three year Proof.
10 establish claim to the land above
described, before P. A. Speckmann,
U. S. Commissioner, at Mountainair,
N. M., on the 17th day of February
Mal-donad- o,

NOTARY PUBLIC
Deeds, Mortgages and Bills
of Sale Properly Drawn
and Acknowledged
At the Independent Office

Mountainair,

N. M.

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Sandoval, Ezequiel Lopez, ii.
R. Voss and Uolasco Sisneros, all of
Mountainair, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Kegister

4

TANKS
Storage Tanks

t

t

Bottomless Tanks
Wagon Tanks
Stock Tanks
Well Casing
Safety Flues
Gutters
Repairing of all Kinds

Mali Orders Solicited
Tne Best

N. M.
.

at tne

Lowest

Price

Sheet Metal Works

WILLARD,

ataúd
Jmawju

artment of the Int3rJcr.
Land Office at Santo. Fo, N

N.M.

tadi A

--

tlvo

and tfcMnco.

DRfiEKHAFFNEFKESS

ca

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
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We are prepared to furnish Monuments and Grave Stones in a
variety of designs and prices. Our prices are F. O. B. jour nearest
railroad point. If intending to secure si stone of any kind in the near
future, come in and see our designs and get our prices. You will not
be able to purchase any cheaper, when quality and workmanship arc
considered. It costs nothing to investigate,
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21, 1919.

Notice is hereby given that Milton
Bullington, of Mountainair, N. M.,
who, on May 24, 1915 and June 29,1915

tit
vy
i

A.

ti-- t
A

n,

N. M.r who

for S'2, Sec- 24, Township 3 north, Range 6 east,
tion 13, Township 4 north, Range 7 N. M. P. Meridian has tiled notice of
east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- intention to make three year Proof,
tice of intention to make three year to establish claim to he land abevo
Proof, to establish claim to the land described, before P. A. Speckmann, U.
above described, before P. A. Speck- S. Commissioner, at Mountainair, N.
mann, U. S. Commissioner, at Moun- M. on the 3d day of March 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
tainair, N. M. on the 17 day of FebSaturnino Archuleta, David Smith,
ruary 1919.
Manuel
Barela and Francisco Sedi-ll- o
Claimant names as witnesses:
all of Mountainair, N. M.
L. A. Williams, W. W. Manning,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
Lula 13. Winkler and G. W. Brunner
N.
M.
all of Mountainair,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
XOTICK FOR ITBLICATIOX
NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Is'. M.
December 31, 1918.
January 21, 1919.
Notice is hereby given tlvtt Fairy
Notice is hereby given that George
1). Arntt, of Mountainair, N. M., who M. Kayser, of Mountainair, N. M., who
on May 11, 1916 and Dec. 6, 1916, made on February 17, 1914, made HomeHomestead Entries No. 026384 and stead Entry.No. 020661, for Lots 1, 2,
028796 for Lots 1 and 2, EVá NWV4 3 and the NEV4 SW4, Section 19.Town
NEV4, Section 18, Township ship 4 north, Range 6east, N. M. P.
and W
3 north, Range 8 east, N. M. P. MeriMeridian, has tiled notice of intention
dian, has tiled notice of intention to to make three year Proof, to establish
make three year Proof, to establish claim th the land above described, beclaim to the land above described, be- fore P. A. Speckmann, U. S. Commisfore P. A. Speckmann, U. S. Commis- sioner, at Mountainair, N. M., on the
sioner, at Mountainair, N. M., on the 3d day of March 1919.
14th day ofFebruary 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. H. Osborne, J. A. Cluff, J. A.
E. D. Amett, R. Sellers, Miss Mabel Chastain and Lucy J. Kayser all of
Sellers and Lizzie Sellers, all of Moun- Mountainair, N. M.
tainair, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
No. 025368,

t

tt!
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M.

on H. E. , Nos. 023681 and 024044, for
26,1916, made Second Home NE'4 Section 23 and NWV4, Section

February
stead Entry,

tt
nt

át

January 7, 1919.
made Homestead Entry and Additional
Notice is hereby given that Roy
of Mountainair,

vt

vti
t&

P. A, Speckmann, Agent

NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX

U. S.

.NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX
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Why Pay Rent?

it

Tt

To continue paying rent year

after year, is not

showing economy and thrift. Why not secure a
lot and build your own home, and instead of
paying rent to someone else, be your own landlord? We have a few choice lots left well located, at prices that will astonish you. Come in
and let's talk it over.

In
;

Abo L and Company

Í7.

LLOYD ORME, Manager
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INDEPENDENT,

THE MOUNTAINAIR
THE MAN WHO
PAYS THE BILLS.

FIVE-YEA-

:

GRAZING
PERMITS PLANNED

R

;

Albuquerque,

X. M., Feb.

authority for granting
permits on the Xational

The

items.
To

obtain this billion dollars
the freight and passenger rates
were advanced sufficient iy to produce that amount.
What were
the practical results? it i o we red
Ihe price of everything; that the
farmers sold corn, cattie, iiogs,
oats, barley, hay. etc. everything
except wheat. It increased the
price of everything that the farmer bought, such as coal, salt,sugar,
farm machinery, groceries, lumber, oil, etc. In other words, tint
government reduced the buying
power of the farmers in two ways
by decreasing the price of every
thing they sold and increasing
Ihe price of everything they
bought.
For example: The cotton dealers of Memphis are careful to add
the freight bills to the consignment of cotton from Texas before
they sell to the manufacturers in
manufacThe
Massachusetts.
turers add their freight bill and
any increased labor cost before
they name their prices to the
wholesalers from Chicago. The
wholesalers add their freight
when they sell to tiie retailers,
who in turn, add the freight to
their price to the ultimate consumers in Iowa, Kansas or Colorado,
who pay all the bills. This is the
practical operation of the system
that has added one billion dollars
annually to the price o" everything that we buy in the form of
raw materials or finished products.
In a certain sense the whole
population of this nation, even
such men as Rockefeller and Gom-per- s
are ultimate consumers; but
unlike Rockefeller and Gompers,
the farmers, the unorganized day
laborers, salesmen, clerks, college
professors, school teachers, ministers and small tradesnien'caimot
s
fix their prices. M least
of the people of this nation are controlled by the laws of
supply and demand. They constitute the great, silent, intelligent, temperate, thoughtful working majority of this nation that
never goes on a strike nor engages in a riot.
Take the item of taxes: The
government imposes a 10 per cent
tax oil the gate receipts of the
Do the chautau-iua- s
chautauquas.
pay that tax? They do not.
They simply collect it from the
ultimate consumers like all other?
corporations do. All corporations
banks, mining, manufacturing,
three-fourth-

railroads

transportation,
figure their taxes as an

ll

expense and aim to sell at such
rates as will return a profit after-al- l
expenses are paid. They are
able to do 'this because they can
fix their prices. The real ultimate
consumers, after they have paid
all the other fellows' laxes, go
over to the court house and pay
their taxes out of their own pockEvery time this process is
ets.
repeated the buying power of the
ordinary citizen is reduced, because all taxes except the income
and inheritance taxes, are added
to the price of what we buy.
This is the real reason why so
few farmers pay an income tax.
The farmers especially are hit by
the regulation of wheat priccs.by
of
increase
government
the
by
rates,
passenger
freight and
the increased price of union labor,
all of which appear in the prices
of what, we buy. The government is regulating union labor up
and the farmer down, and Ihe
farmers have always been the
economic hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the other
classes. Today there are many
bankers, doctors, lawyers and
others who are able to see that it
is not good policy to allow corporations and other purely selfish
interests a thousand miles away
to rob their friends and neighbors
and customers in their own cities
and the next township. They are
able to look forward to the natural outcome of such a policy
W. F. Ramsey.
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Good will rules (be new world n
tear governed the old world. Through
baring food America helps make tht1
--

alióle world k!o.

food control mnde sufficiency from
dioi'tagp, kept the rein on food prices.
;nve Ui nation's full Eliength exer

'

I

.

Are there spots before voiir eves?
It's the Flu!
Are you fatter than some guvs!
It's the Flu!
Do your teeth hurt when you bite?
Do you ever have a fright?
Do vou want to sleep at night?
It's the Flu!
Are vou thirst v when you eat?
It's the Flu!
Are you shaky on your feet?
It's the Flu!
If vou feel a little ill,
Send right off for Dr. Pill,
He will sav, despite his skill:
"It's the Flu!"
He won' t wait to diagnose,

It's the Flu!
Hasn't time to change his clothes,
It's the Flu!
For two weeks he's had no rest,
Has no time to make a test.
So he'll class vou with the rest

It's

ft

.w

t'he

Flu!
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1'a.ssed by the Censor. Copyright 1918.

A sight that the Boche airman is beginning to dislike heartily. Thii
American airplane represents an average investment of $20,000 in Liberty
Bonds. Its pilot cost $15,000 In bonds to train and put into the fighting.
There is a spirit of romaneo about way or the otlier. It will buy om
the air service that appeals to the high explosive bomb, dropped on sonn
average American, and at tais stago Ltoche fortification, or pay for tin
of the war nothing is more important. gasoline that will carry the bumbinj
The planes have been called "the eyes plane and its fighting protectors fa.
of the army," but now they will be into Germany.
more, for they will carry the war into
The deadly machine gun that ii
Germany. Tons of high explosives geared to shoot between the blades o
dropped from the skies are advance the propeller can be bought with th(
notices that the war is moving toward proceeds of four $50 bonds.
Berlin.
A day's fighting for an Americai
Not everyone can qualify for the airiest dually mean3 that an observa
nigna-llinservice, but with the coming of thei
yfcn
back hits an
Fourth Liberty Loan everyone
to batteries in the rear, cai
have a direct hand in its activities
continue Us invaluable work. With
The purchase of one $50 bond, for out the fast fighter to protect him tin
instance, will pay for the ammunition slow'er flying observation plane woult
fight with a be an oasy prey for the Hun. Thi
used in a sharp
Hun plane and, once in action, two American who buys one $500 boni
miuutes usually decides the battle oua navs for that day's fighting.

canlc

Cincinnati Enquirer.

Real Estate and Live Stock

In the Matter of the Last Will
and Testament of Fannie Delo-zieIf you want to buy a Farm If you want to sell a
deceased.
$ Farm, it will pay you to see us.
NOTICE
Horses, Mules and Cattle bought and sold. Will make
To Miss Ida liowers, Sevierville, 5
Sales any place in the County
Auction
Term. J. II. Sing, Strong, Oklahoma; Mrs. Lula I. Winkler, ?
Town property for Sale and to Rent.
Mountainair, X. M.; Mrs. Nannie Ilulen, Mountainair, X. M. ;
Mrs Fannie Land, Helen, N. M.
and the unknown heirs of
Office across the ctrect from the Bank
deeeasod,Greeting : V
New Mexico
Mountainair,
You and each of you are hereby
notified that the Last Will and
Testament of Fannie Delozier, deceased, has been filed for probate
and the court has set as the day
for probating and hearing of said
AUnll AUU H!HT
HUUUI HI MIL III1JI
X
Last Will and Testament, Monday
March :?d, 1!1!, at which time you
I will have in a line
of the
and each of you are required to
present any objections, if any you
LATEST
have as to why said Last Will and
Testament should not, be probated
In witness whereof
have here1
unto set my hand and the seal of
the Probate Court at Estancia, N.
M., Ihe county seat of Torrance
Further Announcement will
county, that being .the place
where said hearing and probating
be made thro Ihese column$
will be held.
Given this 23th dav of January,
r,
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Shaw & Sellers
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Flu"!

If you're weary when vim wake.
It's the Flu!
Is your memory off the track?
Is your liver out of whack?
Are there pimples on your back?
It's the Flu!

ft

Department Conunlssion on Tralninr.
Camp Activities lias hit upon on im
portnut and entirely now idea In the
"LeUers-from-boinplan just nn
nounced.
Pull the hoys through the most try
ing period of their service by writing
the right kind of letters, letters full ol
the home feeling, the mother feeling
This appeal Is made to mothers, fa
thcrs, sisters and sweethearts by tin
War I'partment. It Is hoped that mil
lions of inspiring; letters will be writ
ten the week of Pecember 15, deslg
week
nnted ns "Letters-from-honie- "
Pulpit and press are
nuke a event success of the plan.

tummv-ache-

It's the

f

MUST HELP.

(Special.)

v.

1

TEAT FLU STUFF
If von have a

year ago voluntary food control
was a daring adventure In democrncy;
during the year an established prool
of democratic eflkiencj.

Wnshlnglon.

Jy

i

From some unknown cause the
J. L. Johnson windmill was badly broken last Fridav.

0

A

HOME FOLKS

4

4

ARMY.
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Joe Hamlet t received word
from his wife recently, ihat they
were ready to set out cabbage
plants at their home in Texas.

4
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Sunday.
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Grandpa and Grandma Johnson visited the new grandson on

five-yea-

and service
Tills
I nsk of nil In full confidence
that America will render more
for flag and freedom tlian king
ridden people surrender at com- plosion. Herbert Hoover, Ail- gust 10, 1UW.
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Ella M"Klhiney was quite sick
Saturday and Sundav.

five-yea-

FIRST CALL TO FOOD

1st

-

feed, but did iiot get back till
Sunday, on account of Heavy
roads.

1

4

ñ

4
Moitu-tainai-

r

five-yea-
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r
Mr. M' (ii cliee went to
Saturday after a load of

k,

ests is based upon a recent amendment made in the grazing regulations by the Secretary of Agriculture. It is planned to issue this
class of permits on all the Arizona
and New Mexico foresis. The
only exception to h is rule bcin;
parts of forests where Ihe range
is overgrazed, or where it is necessary to make reductions in Ihe
number of stock now ocenpyin
the range as a means of stoppln
damage to reproduction.
In working out Ihe
r
permit plan, the plan was also
adopted for granting annual pel
mits on parts of forests on which
it was not deemed advisable to
r
issue
permits and wher
permittees are not in a position to
qualify for such permits.
It will
be left optional with stockinc;:
who can qualify for
r
permits as to whether they desire
r
permit or wish to io;i
finite grazing under annual pei
nar.
As a means of increasing mea;
production during the period oi
the war, the forest service aiiowed
considerable increases in the number of stock on some of the forests
in New Mexico and Arizona,
which,
according
to grazing
specialists, has resulted in overstocking some of the ranges. It
is planned as rapidly as possible
to return the forest ranges to tin
excellent condition they were in
prior to the recent drouth and a.
the time the war began. Tt ma,
be necessary to make some reductions in stock in order to do
this, according to forest service
officials, and the amount of reductions that must be made wiU
depend largely upon the manner
in which the stockmen handle tin
ranges. It is believed that with
improved methods of handling
of
stock and the construction
some range improvements, the
forests may be able to carry practically all of the stock now being
grazed.
In handling the forest grazing
problems which may come up
from time to time, it is planned
with the stock asto
New
Mexico and Arisociations of
Twenty-fivof these assozona.
ciations have been recognized by
the forest service, an7 their advice is sought in the management
of grazing.

X-ra-

ed
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IIol-broo-

the
The, stork
community the pas: week and
boy at Mr.
left a fine
and Mrs. I). L. Johnson's Friday
morning, February 7th.
vi-it-

and Kerr have returned to Albu
querque after consulting all
supervisors of the two
states. The meetings were held
at Phoenix, Williams and
Ariz.; Santa Fe and Socorro, X. M., and El Paso.

foundation
business principle is that the ultimate consumer pays all the bills.
The I'nited States government
recognized and acted upon this
principle when it took over the
railroads. It was deemed necessary to make larjre additions io
the rundown, rolling1 stock and to
make other improvements, and to
raise 1he w'ajres of the employes.
It was planned to spend 1.000
million' dollars annually on these

A Y

4

five-yea-

that the
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Viion the war licjran vc were In order to make plans for the
r
a Jialirm .of economic illiterates, granting of
grazing perlint we are leiii!' educated by mits' on the National Forest oi
faets and by experience, instead New Mexico and Arizona, Assisof books. We have learned em- tant District Foresters Chapman
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(Seal)
Jl'LIAX SALAS,
Probate clerk in and for Tor- -
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Mrs. Minnie B. Payne, Mountainair, N. M.
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Starvation by flerninny challenged
all '.he world; food conservation In
America answered the challenge.
Food conservation In America has
been the I ri inn li of Individual duvo
llou lc tins national iuu.su.

!

t

Clem Shaffer, Agent, Mountainair, New Mexico
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Mountainair Independent
Published every Thursday by

Mountainair Printing Company
Mountainair, New Mexico
P.

A. SPECKMANN, Editor and Manager.-
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
$2.00 per Year, payable in advance
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under the Act of

COMMON SENSE VS. SCIENCE
STOCKMEN WANT
TRAPPING CONTINUED
In the abstract suecess in our
Ed M. Otero, president of the Colorado dry farming consists in
New Mexico Wool Growers' asso- so tilling the soil that it wiii reciation, and Walter M. Connell, tain a maximum quantity.of moisits secretary, have sent strong ture and in planting the Kind of
letters to Senator, Albert B. Fall seeds that produce the best crops
and to other western senators and with a ininmum quantity of moiscongressmen, urging continuance ture, and which Ave call drouth reof the special emergency appro- sistant plants. This simple though
priation made last year for the imperative principle,
together
use of the biological survey in its with livestock and poultry raiswarfare on predatory animals on ing, constitutes the ground work
the western livestock ranges. Dis- of success in farming where the
continuance of the appropriation, annual precipitation is light and
they assert, will seriously retard settlers must make
tlte best of it.
the work of the survey and will
Fortunately most of the soil in
result in incalculable damage to
regions is of light,
our semi-ariwestern flocks and herds, now just
sandy
easily pulycriz-echaracter,
beginning to feel the relief of exa mulch, which
and
made
into
termination of killers on the keeps
in the ground
moisture
the
range.
mulch
below
the
as a blanket
In addition to the regular apkeeps
in
the
warmth.
This soft
propriation of $215,000 for preof
upper
is neceslayer
the
earth
,
datory animal extermination, con-to destroy the milgrcss last year as an emergency sary
war measure appropriated $225,-00- 0 lions of air tulies through which
more for this work. This was the moisture from below escapes
met by state and local appropria- and thus leaves the ground dry.
tions totaling about $800,000. The The remedy for this Is fall plowsum so realized enabled the bio- ing or listing, early spring discing
logical survey to proceed with or harrowing and summer cultisystematic work in New Mexico vation of crops in rows. Exclusive grain farming is not usually
and other western states.
best but should be combined with
Losses of Livestock Enormous
"No one who has not investi- raising of livestock, snch as catgated the matter can realize the tle. A few hogs will do, but it is
enormous extent to the livestock not good policy to try to raise
losses caused by predatory ani- many of them for the sufficient
mals," said Secretary Connell in reason that they require lots of
discussing the situation.
Our grain, whereas all other animals
bounty laws have never worked enumerated get along very well
out. There has never been enough on plenty of roughage. If it hapmoney for presistent work, or pens to lie a good grain year it is
even to pay the bounties earned, all right to raise hogs, but that
and bounty hunters will not work is an uncertainty.
However a
the year around. As a result the plentiful supply of 'fodder, hay
kills made in certain seasons have and straw can lie depended upon
been overome by gains made by with reasonable certainty every
the animals in others. The gov- season.
ernment, however, has been doing
Plant winter wheat and rye and
consistent, sustained work in New put it in deep with a grain
drill.
Mexico and great relief has been
Plant cane, milo maize, kafir and
accomplished for the stockmen. sudan for grain and forage.
Plant
The work must be continued, but the hardy flint
variety of eorn;
we fail to see how it can go on also the Swadley
and the small
without continued liberal federal yellow dent, which has been acaid.
climated. Plant pinto beans and
"As indicating the preveíante some hardy red millet. Put in
of coyotes, the enemies of sheep, field peas
and when you have done
we employed hunters and trap- this you will have
tlone enough,
pers on our range in Valencia for with only 12 to 15 inches of
county during 1918. During the water you must not expect to be
year they killed 400 coyotes with- able to grow all the things
that
in ten miles of Los Lunas. ' This can be grown under irrigation
or
we have been told, is the world in the humid states where
the
rcco'rd kill for any limited local- rainfall is heavy.
For the garden
ity.''
plant rhubarb, onion sets, asparagus, peas and waz beans and let
go at that, for these do not reit
BILL
quire so much water and are
hardy and thrifty. The rhubarb,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 4. Lov- asparagus and winter onions are
ers of games of chance had a nar- perennials and do not require
row escape in the legislature the much attention.
past week when a bill was introDry farming is becoming more
duced in the lower house, defin- and more a success because men
ing the various games which are coining to have a better unmight be classed as games of derstanding of it, and besides
chance, and providing penalties seeds and plants are being bred
for those who indulge therein. up to withstand the exactions of
Happily, for some, the bill when a semi-aricountry. It is not so
read was greeted with a laugh much a matter of science as it is
from the meinbeir. and Speaker the application of common sense
Sedillo, with much of the solemni- to the unalterable
climatic conty of a burial ceremony, referred ditions that is solving the dry
the bill to the committee on Pub- farming problem throughout the
lic Defense and Reconstruction, semi-ariwest. The same general
readily recognized by the mem- principles of necessity apply to all
bers of the house as a burial farming whether it be in the
ground of the measure, though north, south, east or west, or
hardly so stated. The bill Mas in- whether farming in "the humid
troduced more as a test measure, regions under irrigation or dry
it is believed, and its fate was not farming, but in addition to tiie
unexpected. Later in the session, general principles to be observed,
so members of the legislature the lillers of the soil in all the
state, a very determined effort various sections of the country
will be made to amend the gam- and under the different conditions
bling laws of the state as in their must observe the changes in the
present provision they are con- soil and climate and cultivate
sidered very inadequate, and a and plant according to the sursource of much
embarrassment roundings. Perhaps the severest
to police authorities.
test of skill applies to dry farming for the reason that a lack of
moisture must be offset and supGREATEST BLUNDER
plied to as large an extent as posOF MY LIFE sible by conserving
the rain and
snow fall in the ground, and being
The boys and girls will be inter- content to get along with a few
ested in a few of the "Blunders" hardy crops and raise livestock
written' down by five hundred to consume the roughage. Patmen and to be found in the Crerar rick Byrnes.
Library :
POINTED PARAGRAPHS
"Reading worthless books."
"Did not stick to my trade."
"Did not stick to anything."
But few men can stand pros"Did not take care of money. V perity when it comes.
Be sun' you right then paue
"Beating some one out of money."
a moment for reflection.
"Careless about my religious
When a woman is unable" to
duties."
convince a man, she calls him a
"Not saving money when 1 was crank.
young."
Wise is the girl who fears a
"Was to fool away my time man more than she does a mouse.
when I was at school."
"Thinking that my boss could There are many forms of sweetd

WOULD DO THE FAIR THING
There are still a few people who
fliiifr to the idea that newspapers
should be sold at a dollar a year.
Here, is one editor's answer to
This editor
that proposition.
lives in Tennessee, where prices
on all things are less than In the
west.
"The wind bloweth wliere it

listeth!

"And no answer eometh
"Neither comcth the wood or
!

the corn or the Haters or the eggs
or the bacon!
"Some days ago, a good, liberal, loyal, generous, broad-mindecitizen wrote the Enterprise stating he wanted to take this paper
during 191!) and get the county
news, and would send in his subscription if the paper would be
sent him at the old price.
"We immediately wrote him
we Avould accept his proposition
Provided he would bring us a
cord of wood, a barrel of corn, a
bushel of sweet potatoes, a basket
of eggs or a side of bacon at the
price he got for these commodities five or six years ago, when
there was some profit in publish-- a
newspaper at $1 a year.
"Seven long days have passed
and no wood, no corn, no Haters, no eggs, no bacon!
"He couldn't afford to do it.
Yet, he was generous enough to
ask us to send him the paper for
$1 and make him a present of 50
cents ! Of all the 33,285 people in
Weakley county this kindly disposed inividual is the only one
with gall enough to ask us to send
the Enterprise at the old price
and we do" not believe there is
d

another in the whole county."

THAT DIRECT PRIMARY ACT

d

in-or-

ANTI-GAMBLIN-

The Albuquerque MorningJour-na- l
of a few days ago had an editorial against the "Direct Primary Hill" now pending in the
It argues at length
legislature.
things that will
awful
as to the
happen, if the bill should become
law, and says that in the states
where such laws exist, every effort is being made to annul such
laws. What states are making
such efforts? And if there is such
an uproar against such laws in
any particular states, why is it
that the law is not repealed? It
may be that there are some people in such states that are ferninst
such a law, and would like to see
it repealed, just as the Journal is
ferninst seeing such a bill become
law here, but certainly if tlie majority of the people were ferninst
the law, it would be repealed and
that mighty quickly.
The Journal argues that had the
Direct Primary Act been in effect
during the last campaign, that the.
present officers would not have
been nominated nor elected. What
an awful thing that would have
been! Why doesn't the Journal
come right out and say, that if
such would have been the case,
the people would have elected the
men to office, whom they wanted
in office and not those whom the
bosses wanted? That is exactly
what the Direct Primary Act is
for to defeat boss ride, and while
it may not come now in New
Mexico, it will come soon, for the
people will demand it.

It is sound policy to hold your
Liberty Bonds if you do not have
to use the money. If you do sell
them consult your broker or bank
cr. Above everything else, do not

LINES
TIMES
DIMES
A few lines in this column will reach
more people than you can see in a
month. If you have anything to sell,

For Rent: House of 3 rooms
2 harrows and many othand basement. Mrs. Eva Corbett. er articles. Donald Stewart, 11
miles south of Mountainair.
16-dis- e,

For Sale or Trade: Good re- linquishment, southeast of Moun- tainair on the mesa. Well improv- ed. See S. L. Keithlcv, Mountain-- i
air, N.

j
j

The Trinidad Bran

Price

Figure with the Willard Mer
cantile Co., before buying any
Farm Implement, Wagon, Wind

to.

your

for

BEA

S

J. C. Bixler, Manager
Mountainair, New Mexico

tf

2--

Elevator

&

vill pay you highest Market

M.

trade or give away, tell your neighbors mill or Gasoline Engine.
about, it through this column. If you
For Sale: Two young fresh
want to buy, you may find that one of
heifers, 2
your neighbors wants to sell that very cows, two
thing. The cost is small compared to yearling steers. Price $200. See
Frank Schmitz, Mountainair.
r suits.

,

United States Food Administration License No.

-

6

Dr. A. M. Parrett will have
ANNOUNCEMENT
Two young Jersey charge of my practice during my
We have taken charge of
cows, fresh now. Also some good absence of about six weeks. As
the "Mountainair Garage."
work mules and horses, cheap.J. he is here only temporarilv and
We will appreciate your
p
O. Coffey.not acquainted with our people,
business, satisfaction and a
I urge all Avho possibly can to pay
square deal guaranteed.
cash
for his services, assuring all
Jf you want to sell vour Liber
Have bargains in used ears.
ty Bonds, see me at once. T. E. that they will receive splendid
MOUNTAINAIR GARAGE
treatment at his hands.
Rodgers, Mountainair, N. M.
Thos. V. Ludlow
I will leave my accounts with
C. E. Bigelow
Mr. Hector at Drug Store and
Strayed About January 20, 1 would be proud if those owing
me would stop in and see account
black gilt, with few red hairs on
and
settle.
head. Weight about 150 lbs. C.
According to recent revelations,
Dr. G. II. BUER,
E. Wood, 10 miles se of Mounthe big business corporations may
tainair.
be considered successful "milking
For Sale: I have a nice 4 room

For Sale:

30-3t-

-

:.

Wanted: Position by ambitious young man 6
years' experience in office work, including
accountancy and stenography pre
ferably with lumber, "mining or
oil concern.
Letter stating full
qualifications and reference can
he seen at this office.
Address
AMBITIOUS

house and 3 lots in good location, and
close to School . See me before you
buy. Price is right. H. C. Jones.

For Sale:

5

head mules, one
2 wagons,
2
yearling heifer, 2

machines."

Lots of people seem' to think it
bad form to be polite in pubKc.

colt,

The real genius is a man who
hours a day
cultivator, works twenty-thre- e
his
of
work
while he
Sulky plow, and dreams
sleeps
minutes.
sixty
other
the
Oliver Riding Lister, Moline 14

fresh cows, 1
calves, 3 hogs;
planter,
Good-enoug-

w

h

Wanted: Good young saddle
pony; well broken; weight 800 or
1)00. Also good stock saddle. R, E.
Nafziger, at Mountainair Ranger
Station.
Wanted Laundry work or
work bv" the dav. Mrs. Eva Corbett.
Make yourself Barley flour Pancakes.
$1.25 a sack at Mountainair

Produce

Co.

12-12-

que, N. M.

tf

5--

APPLES APPLES
a box
Mountainair, Produce Company
APPLES

'l,4,

4,4,4,4,

4,

WANTED

pay highest cash price for
all kinds of furs.
I will

H. L. ANDREWS.

tlllltllllllttl

For Salo: Two business lots in
Mountainair, A bargain. Inquire 8,
Independent Office.
White Corn Flour,
Mountainair Produce

a sack at

$1.25
Co.

are better prepared than ever to
supply our patrons with Good Print-

$2.50

4,

facilities we

our improved

For good dental work, see Dr. J. E.
Kraft, over the B Theatre, Albuquer-

G

12-12-

ing.

The Linotype enables

us to do

more work and better work than

by using

was possible

hand-s- et

methods.
$J Bring

us your job work, whether

d

For Sale:

120

acres,

9

miles north

partly cultivated;
of Mountainair,
good well. Box 227, Estancia, N. M.
APPLES

APPLES

APPLES

$2.50 a box

Mountainair, Produce Company
Pleasant View Red Crss.
For Sale: Alfalfa $30 per ton;
Prairie hay $22.50 perton, or 80c per
bale. Imboden's Livery Barn, or see
W. T. Farmer.
11-21-

Wanted:

Hogs, Chickens and

Tur-

keys, Will pay good prices. See W. T.
Farmer, at City Meat Market Moun-

tainair,

N. M.

lf

I have 320

it be a business card or a full page

poster.

tp

d

trade them for stocks of unknown
value, or which are sponsered by
strangers. Some of these cheeky
promoters would have one thing
that they were doing the Liberty
Bond owner a favor by accepting
his bonds in lieu of cash Silver
no do without me."
ness,
City Enterprise.
So a body often tries
"Would not hearken to the advice of older people."
Some that prove all too elusive
A ripple of laughter Is worth a
"Not keeping my position, but
To be commercialized;
flood of tears at any stage of the grew slack in my work."
Big Sister's is the "melting "sort,
"When I left school before I
game.
That makes you long for more,
It takes a versatile man to make was past the fourth grade."
But its Substantial there's
"My greatest blunder was when
a different küid of fool of lnm- A fresh supply at Griffin's Grors,t learned, to b'nioW Select,
I
ielf each day,
cery Store.
i..

INDEPENDENT.

ijOur

prices are reasonable, when

material and work are considered.

Announcements
Bill heads

dusmess Cards

Booklets
Calling Cards

acre relinquishment

inchest bean section on which is
partly finished house. Will sell
this farm and enough lumber to
complete house for $350.00, and
will accept beans, barbed wire,
good team of mules or cash in
payment. If you want a bargain
see me at once.
II. L. ANDREWS.

Counter Slips
Envelopes
Letter heads
Legal Blanks

Notes
Dr.

J. E. KRAFT

Note heads

Dentist

Pamphlets

Rooms 1, 2, 3, Barnett Building, Albuquerque, N. M. (over B Theatre.)
Appointments made by mail or phone.

BAPTIST ( IIIKCII SERVICES
Sunday School at 10 a. m. B. Y. P.
at 7 p. in. Preaching every Sunday
at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. Prayer
Meeting every Wednesday evening at
7:30. Ladies Missionary Aid Society
meets twice a month (Wednesday)
2:30 p. m. Sunbeam Band 1st and 3d
Sundays at 3 p. m.
Church Conference Saturday 7:30
p. m. before the 1st Sunday In each
U.

Posters

Receipts

Shipping Tags

Statements

MOUNTAINAIR PRINTING CO

month.
W. B.

PHIÍTS, Pastor.

mil

r
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El inmenso surtido de I 5,000 de implementos de labranza y carros de Clem Shaffer se vende ahora a precios de fábrica, sin flete. Implementos de las marcas de John Deere y Moline, y carros de las marcas John Deere, Bain y Mitchell. Si Vd necesita algo de esto, venga
a ver este surtido antes de comprar en otro lugar. Aceptaremos Bonos
de Libertad a su valor nominal.

$1 5,000 tock of Farm Implements and Wagons is now sell- fadory price, without adding freight, for Spot Cash at Clem
iter Hardware Co. Both John Deere and Mohne harming Implé
Farm and Moun- is, John Deere, Bam and Mitchell Wagons-bo- th
wagons. If you are in the market for anything in our line, it will pay
to see this tock before buying. Liberty Bonds taken at face value.
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NEW DEERE SULKY PLOW
Tli is wheel plow has stood the test of years and still lead in
class. Strength is one of the principal foundations of this plow,
j beam and frame are built to stand hard work.
Suitable bottoms
I' be had fur all kinds of soil and with the right shaped moldboard
ifect scouring is assured.
will prove a valuable ad- The foot-lif- t
fct in any field. With the lifting spring adjusted, only a slight foot
issurc is necessary to raise the plow. In stony or rooty, ground.
Aft
locking device may be so adjusted as to allow
1 Mi
lu
plow to hang loose, in the frame..
Prices from

LAND PLOW
TEXAS RANGER-BLA- CK
(Wible quick detachable share. Medium land slide. Hardened
steel beam. Their strength
soft center steel moldboard. Double-beadeand excllent scouring qualities, due not only to the material used in
them, but to their shape as well, make thm easily the most perfect
steel plow for those peculiar soils where so many plows fail to scour.
We have them in 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and
Í7 flfl
ftft
JI.VUIUU.UU
sizes, from
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LIGHT DRAFT NEW DEERE GANG PLOW
This plow has all the advantages of our New Deere Sulky Plow.
Choice of bottoms for any kind of soil. Quick detachable Shares-Str- ong
Beam, solid steel frame raising and lowering device. Plow
may be locked in the ground or allowed to hang loose to avoid rocks
and roots. Both footlift and hand levers are provided. A
s
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585.00 to 112.00

QUALITY
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JOHN DEERE FARM WAGON

.i. T.

TV
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JOHN DEERE LISTERS
We have both walking and riding listers. These have proven
nisei ves the best for general work. The bottoms are standard
res and mohlboards and scour perfectly. Seed is dropped in soil
kened bv
and covered by shovels or discs. Wheels are
s
to 10 inches. A
Bistable to width of
$18.5010 85.00
arious stvles. Priced from
sub-soil-

JOHN DEERE CORN AND BEAN PLANTER
This planter has proven a success in this part of the country
both for Bean and Corn Planting. The gears are enclosed in a
case. The dropping mechanism is simple ami accurate. With the various plates, large and small kernels may bo planted at any desired distance and there Avill be no skips. An Implement
lliat will pay lor itsell: because ot its accurate
Aft
fflfi Art
piU.UU lU
work. Both one and two row planters from
dust-proo-

air-tig-

'
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THE BAIN MOUNTAIN WAGON
for this country and climate. We can
supply your wagon wants, no matter what thev mav be. We can sell

$85.00 to 160.00

-

V

Ü

Two of the best wagons
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JOHN DEERE RIDING CULTIVATOR
The frame is of high carbon channel steed, braced and riveted,
liking it the strongest on the market. Ky means of the close hitch
e team is easily handled, and small space required for turning. The
(TOO Art
CZ Aft
.ovels may be set at various angles insuring the
lU W-UN
t results,
In various styles from

Ai

J

J

AJAX STEEL LEVER HARROW
In this harrow the teeth are spaced and arranged on the bars
so as to cover the ground thoroughly and not to track with each other. They can be pitched forward to penetrate and pulverize, Or slanted
backward for smoothing or clearing themselves. A splendid implement which will appeal to every
e
$23 00 tO 27 00
wide-awak-

tA
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NEW DEERE DISC HARROW
In this disc ,the frame and gang frame are built entirely of steel,
giving extra strength and rigidity. The discs are correctly shaped to
perform the work intended of them.
The scrapers are operated by
means of the treadle, always under control of the operator. Hard
maple bearings ijrc used throughout. A splendid
nr
implement. Note our low price of
!p4o.l J
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during this sale, and the small margin of profit for us,
prices and carry the account. With a good season in
want the necessary implements to do the most labor
villi
round, the best in years, every farmer
e best manner, and cultivate the largest acreage possible. This is the year to make the BIG
P. Will you be "penny wise and' pound foolish," in attempting to work without the necessary
i Don't do it.
On account of the low price we are making;
kist insist on cash, as we cannot sell at these

tlf

Our blacksmith shop is the best equipped in Torrance county. We have power machinery,
which in itself guarantees the best of. work. Add to this experienced workmen, and we do not hesitate to say that we can and do turn out the best and most work of any shop in the country. And
our prices are reasonable, when present prices of material and workmanship are considered. We
have on hand a number of Windmills, which we will price below present cost. .Also casing, piping
and pumps. Don't buy until you get our prices on these.
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haf Irer oairaware Company,
M0UXTA1NAIR

P.KINTJXG C03dPA,N.Y
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THE MOUNTAIN AIR INDEPENDENT.
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Personal and ocal

I Profits Sacrificed to Reduce Stock
7.
.

L. Shaw

County Road Supervisor T. E.
JJodgers was in Estancia Tuesday
of this week.

transacted business

in Estancia, Tuesday.

i
t
i
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t
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!
!
!

After invoicing wo find that we are overstocked on a
great number of items in both dry goods and groceries, in fact
our store is so crammed full of goods now that we will have
no room for spring and summer goods when they begin to arrive if Ave do not cut down our stock.
All Outing Flannel reduced to 25 cents per yard.
' All Calico and other prints reduced to 20 cents per yard.
Mens, Womens and Childrens Sweaters at half Price.
Ladies and Childrens Hats at exact cost.
All Medium and heavy Underwear at cost.
V4 off on any Blanket in the house.
.-

Mrs. C. E. Bigelow was an
Miss Laura O'Quin left for Texas Monday, after having visited
week.
several months with her sister,
Miss liernice Ormo, assistant Mrs. 11. L. Shaw.
cashier of the Mountainair .State
Dr. and Mrs. (!. II. liner left on
liank returned to her post of duty
on Mondav, after a siege with the Saturday night for Minnesota,
where they went with their infant
Flu.
child for treatment at Mavo I'ros.
J. M. Pickle, cashier of the
Mrs. John Simpson and small
County Savings Hank, was
trains
between
Willard
from.
son
left for their home, in Flagup
Monday night of this week on staff, Arizona, on Tuesday of this
business.
week, after a several weeks visit
with lier parents. Mr. and Mrs.
accompanied E. C. Sharpies.Orine
Mayor
Judge H. S. Kodey to Estancia
W. M. McCoy of Albuquerque,
Tuesday, where the case of Abo
Dun-lavP.
representing
vs.
J.
the Fitts Manufactur
Land Company
being a suit in ejectment ing Company' of Pueblo, Colorado,
Judge
was in Mountainair last Friday,
avus argued before
going home in the evening to
spend Sunday. He returned MonL. J. Putsch, assistant supervi- day morning and left for Man- I
S
sor of the Manzano National For- zano "a la sled."'
est with headquarters at AlbuHon. B. S. Iiodey of Albuquerquerque was here several days
Rangwith
business
que
was a business visitor in
last week, on
er Kinir. They made a trip south MountahiairMonday of this week.
over the Chupadera Mesa coun- The judge is one of the best-reatry. Mr. Putsch returned toAlbu-querqu- e men in the state, and always holds
Saturday night.
the attention of those witli whom
he converses, for he always lias
Cantain E. 1. Shaw has been something interesting to tell, and
confined to his room by illness knows how to tell it.

1

buqueniue visitor the first of

-

j

Tor-rane- e

Mens and Boys Caps at 50 cents.
Mens Best Grade Bib Overalls at $2.25 per pair.
Ladies Black Cotton Hose 15cents per pair.
Mens Black, White and Colored Hose 20 cents per pair.
Hill County Pure Sorghum $1.10 per gallon.
Velva Pure Cane Syrup $1.10 per gallon.
Dairy Maid Milk Hominy 10 cents per can.
Green Peeled Chili 10 cents per can.
Gallon Apricots 65 cent3 per can.
Cottolene large size $2.60.
Cottolene Small size $1.15.
"We only have the space to list but a few of our bargains but come in and we Mill show you a store full.

A.

Taking best care of our customers' interests is the best
way to take care of our own, for, in the final analysis, they are
identical. We offer you banking service that is sincere, sympathetic, careful and accommodating and strive to merit your
patronage by continually making good.
Our policy is conservative enough to be. safe and liberal
enough to satisfy
people. You will find us always
adhering to the sound banking principles which have carried
us thus far with unbroken success. Our facilities are unsurpassed and are tendered to you in the spirit of helpfulness.
fair-minde-

d

y,

I

j MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK

;

Willard mercantile Co.

?

FAITHFUL SERVICE

Capital and Surplus $35,000

Member Federal Reserve System

Mountainair, N. M.

d

Pioneer Merchants of the Estancia Valley
ENCINO

MOUNTAIN AIR

WILLARD
. . .
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'friends are glad.

UNDERWEAR

5

Spring Goods

t
t
t
hams
New line of Spring
t
t iuál received. Also a nice line of
t
t Organdies, Nainsook, Fl axon an
t
f
f other White Goods.
t
t
See our window display of the
New Line of Spring Shoes.
t
t
t
t
!

lad

A report has been received
here that the people in eastern
Torrance county are busy on a
now county scheme to be presentLloyd Ormo left for
ed to the legislature,
Duran,
this afternoon in his car.
Vaughn and Encino being in the
We are closing out winterweight underwear at
Ernest C. Davis is arranging to game. The rumor did not name
Cost Prices Now is your chance to get good
put in a power saw and supply the prospective county seat.
Mountainair people with stove
warm underwear at a great saving in price.
A rumor on the streets has it
wood. He also has a contract to
Don't miss this opportunity.
ship a number of cars of sawed that a bill has been introduced in
legislature
the
to
change
seat1
the
merchants.
Albuquerque
wood to
of government of Torrance Counfr
Clem Shaffer and A. Melton are ty from Estancia to Willard. We
have not been able to verify the
in Albuquerque on business.
rumor. If it should be true, there
& CO.
the
will
representing
no doubt be snags to be enHover,
W. J.
Bond-DilloCo. of Albuquerque, countered as there is at present a
law prohibiting the moving of
yesterday.
was here
county seats unless the distance
Harold A. Spockmann, son of between the toAvns be not Inm
President and Mrs. Spockmann, than twenty miles.
who enlisted in the Lakeside Hospital Unit and went to Franco in Are you more than a wee bit blue
May, 1917, was the first American
today
WHOLESALE AN I) RETAIL
s
to boar Iho Stars and Stripes be- With home and
all
fore the lT. S. army in England
too far away ?
5 KANSAS HARD VHEAT FLOUR
recently
He
has
France.
in
Try
Big Sister! s Candy its a good
and
BELEN FLOUR AND BRAN
been commissioned a 2nd Lieulittle "bracer"
tenant in the Sani'arv service and Ami will banish those blues like
TABLE AND STOCK SALT
a patent eraser.
has been sent to LeMans to have
4 charge of Bathing Station No. I
SEED CORN, RYE, OATS, CANE, MILLET
Just received a car of heavy black Barbed Wire. See me
where he expects to spend atleast
Our old friend. Isidoro Perca of
before buying.
All
Colorado Grown
Ho hopes to return Torreón was in Mountainair Tues- six months
t
of
day accompanied by his
to the states by he Fourth
Arizona Oil Cake and Meal
41
fr
next July New Lvme Institute
Frank Ruiz. They report
lie snow as melting rapidly and
Bulletin.
plenty of mud and moisture. The
Then are many forms of sweet- - snow was about three feet deep
on the level for quite a while, and
ness.
the stock suffered terribly. A
tries
often
So a body
great
elusive
many lost stock, but Mr.
too
all
Some that prove
Perca
says that by feeding, he
commercialized;
To be
his stuff through all 3
brought,
"meltiug"sort,
is
the
Big Sister's
That makes you long for more, right, although it almost broke
tint financiallv to feed.
But its Substantial there's
A fresh supply at (Jriffin's Oro-cerKev. A. P. Zepeda, pastor of the
Store.
Spanish Methodist Church at Be:
lén, La Joya, Peralta and Moun"
tainair, came over on Sunday
morning's train to conduct services here. On account of the
mud the congregation
failed to
Albuquerque.NM
reach the church, so he started
MiTED STATES DEPOSITARY-CAPITA- L
AND SURPLUS $600,000.00
out visiting. Finding a unnibcr
of his people at the home of Don
do tin work and Acetylene welding; repair radiafors, cíe. I
Filomeno Chavez, a service was
conducted at that place. lie will
make a specially of triihimiod casing.
1 he
Mexico
m
return again the first Sunday in
Am n'inrcd to furnish jou choice of four makes of Windmills,
March, when he will conduct serSolicits your Business
vices at the Methodist Chapel in
fining, cylinders, steel casing. Any kind or size of storage mid wg
the Spanish language.
ho is improving ot winch

y:--- :

J. J. White

I. J.

Second Hand Store
D. P. CHAPPELL
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ountainair Produce Co.

home-thing-

Non-Irrigate-
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son-in-la-
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Frost Proof Store House

1
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AlfoNAL

FOWLER

BLACKSMITH

I

i

on tanks at

15

to 20 ncr cent, less than you can buy elsewhere. See me

FARMERS TRADING

before buying.

i Make Tnis Your Bank
0

Our accomodations, conveniences and cordial personal
attention will make you feel at home with us.
Designated Depository for
THE FEDERAL

LAND BANK

of Wichita, Kansas

State National Bank
Albuquerque, N.

M.

CO.

Kev. W. J. Waltz was here
from his home in Albuquerque
Groceries, Dry Goods,' Notions Tuesday on Ked Cross business,
lie found the local branch in hue
shape, and the records straight,
Mountainair, N. M.
lie promised to send us a statement
for publication as to the
It pays you to get our Prices before
in which he found the
condition
you buy anything in Groceries and
of
affairs
the soeietv.
Dry goods else where.

8
was 2

Farmers Trading Co.
Monntidnalr

New

btroneeft .bank

New Mexlce

Mrs. Walter V. Martin
brought to town from her home
northeast of Manzano, and taken
to a hospital in Albuquerque

last

Saturday, she having suffered another attack of pneumonia. Coming as it did, so soon after the

former attack following the influenza, her system has not had time
to recuperate.

Reports received
from the hospital are that she is
doiug well.

Our Banking Principles
Are bounded on llie North by HONESTY, on the E.ist
by CAUTION, on the South by JUDGMENT, ind on
the West by COURTESY. The man with small busi
ness is as courteously treated as the man with hirjre
affairs. We are ever ready to take care of your inter- ests and be of use to you in any way consistent with
good banking, and invite your business.
We Pay Five Per Cent Interest on Time Deposits.

The Torrance County Savings Bank,
WILLARD,

:

:

:

:

:

NEW MEXICO.
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